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Abstract
Mathematical concepts and tools have shaped the field of visualization in fundamental ways and
played a key role in the development of a large variety of visualization techniques. In this chapter, we
sample the visualization literature to provide a taxonomy of the usage of mathematics in visualization, and
to identify a fundamental set of mathematics that should be taught to students as part of an introduction to
contemporary visualization research. Within the scope of this chapter, we are unable to provide a full
review of all mathematical foundations of visualization; rather, we identify a number of concepts that are
useful in visualization, explain their significance, and provide references for further reading.
We assume the reader has basic knowledge of linear algebra [90], multivariate calculus [89], statistics,
combinatorics, and stochastics [39]. Other topics not covered in this chapter, such as image analysis [88],
computer graphics [86], signal processing [41], computational geometry [18], geometric modeling,
mesh generation, computer aided geometric design [35, 106], and numerics [76], can be found in well-
established textbooks.
1 Data and basic terminology
You can have data without information, but you cannot have information without data.
Daniel Keys Moran, programmer and science fiction writer
Data are at the center of every visualization task and every step of the visualization pipeline, see Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: A visualization pipeline. All steps in the pipeline involve the use of mathematical concepts and
tools. We cover various aspects of data analysis, filtering, and mapping.
The input to the visualization pipeline, the raw data, can be any collection of information in any
form. In this chapter, we define a data set as a triplet D = (S ,A , f ) consisting of a set of structured
items S , a set of attributes A , and a function that assigns attributes to the items. S consists of a set
of items, continuous or discrete, together with a structure (such as a metric for a continuous domain or
neighborhood relations for networks), see Fig. 2 for an example.
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Figure 2: An example of a data set: S consists of a set of points with a neighborhood relation. Attributes in
A are elements of the interval [t0, t1]. f assigns temperature values to the points.
The tools used for the analysis and visualization of data sets depend on the nature of S and A .
The most important distinctions are continuous vs. discrete structures, and quantitative vs. categorical
attributes, see Table 1. In this section, we emphasize continuous structures and quantitative attributes. A
more detailed classification of data sets concerning types, structures, and organizations can be found in
Munzner [68]. An introduction to data representations from a scientific visualization perspective can be
found in Telea [92].
The structureS
The structureS can vary from discrete points to continuous domains. In general,S consists of a set of
items and some relation between the items. We describe two of the most frequently used structures in
more detail.
GRAPHS, NETWORKS AND TREES. Graphs or networks are structures that are frequently used for non-
spatial, relational data representations. The terms graph and network are sometimes used interchangeably.
Mathematically, a graph G is a pair (V,E) consisting of a set of items V , called vertices or nodes, and a
set of relationships between these items expressed as a set of edges E ⊆V ×V . Edges can be directed
or undirected. For directed graphs, (v,w), and (w,v) ∈ E represent different relations. If the edges are
assigned a numeric attribute, the graph is weighted.
A possible representation of a finite graph is an adjacency matrix, which is a square matrix of size
|V |× |V |. For a simple graph, the adjacency matrix is a (0,1)-matrix with zeros on its diagonal and ones
for each edge. If the graph is undirected, the matrix is symmetric. Typically, graphs are displayed using a
set of points for the vertices, which are joined by lines for the edges. A general introduction to graphs and
networks can be found in [56].
When analyzing graphs, characteristics as cycles, planarity, sparseness, and hierarchical representa-
tions are of interest.
StructuresS Attributes A
continuous domains equipped with metrics ordered, ordinal, quantitative
meshes, simplicial complexes scalars, vectors, tensors
graphs, networks, trees categorical
Table 1: Examples for possible structuresS and attribute spaces A .
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CONTINUOUS DOMAINS. A continuous domain D is a subset of Rn equipped with a metric. A metric
supports measurements and determines distances in the domain. A common metric is the Euclidean
distance. Other metrics include Manhattan distances and polar distances. More generally, when the
domain is a parameterized manifold, the choice of a metric has an impact on many calculations such as
derivatives, see Section 2.
A continuous domain can be represented by a finite set of discrete samples associated with an
interpolation scheme. In this case, S consists of a set of points {pi ∈ D | i = 1, . . . ,k}, equipped with
a neighborhood structure; e.g., the points are organized as a regular grid (associated with piecewise
multilinear interpolation) or a simplicial complex (corresponding to piecewise linear interpolation).
The attribute space A
An attribute is a specific property assigned to data items that arise from measurement, observation or
computation. Attributes can be continuous and quantitative, e.g., temperature; discrete and ordered,
e.g. the number of people in a class; as well as categorical, e.g., various types of tree species. The set of
possible attributes span the attribute space.
The most common continuous quantitative attributes can be subsumed under the term tensor. A
tensor of order r is defined as a multi-linear mapping acting on r copies of a n-dim vector space V over R
into the space of real numbers,
T : V × . . .×V︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
→ R. (1)
Sometimes rank, degree and order are used interchangeably. A tensor of order 0 corresponds to a scalar
α ∈ R and a tensor of order 1 is a vector v ∈V .
α : R→ R, α(x) = αx 0th-order tensor or scalar, e.g., temperature;
w : V → R, w(v) = w ·v 1st -order tensor or vector, e.g., velocity;
T : V ×V → R, T(v,v′) = v ·T ·v′ 2nd-order tensor, e.g., strain tensor.
Tensors of higher order, especially 3rd- and 4th-order tensors, can also be found in a few visualization
applications. In the visualization literature, the term tensor often refers to 2nd-order tensors. With respect
to a specific basis {e1, . . . ,en} of the vector space V , a tensor is fully specified by its action on the basis
elements resulting in the typical component representations. For a vector, this is w = (w1, . . . ,wn)T and
for a 2nd-order tensor, this is a matrix
T=
 t1,1 · · · t1,n... . . . ...
tn,1 · · · tn,n
 .
For a basic introduction to the use of tensors in visualization, we refer to the state-of-the-art report by
Kratz et al. [59].
ENRICHED ATTRIBUTE SPACE A ∗. In-depth data analysis often requires some modifications of the
attribute space. The most common examples are filtering, e.g. removing noise, or enrichment of the
original attributes by derived quantities, e.g. the field gradient or local histograms. Other modifications
are changes of the representation or parameterization of the attribute space to emphasize data symmetries
useful for feature or pattern definitions; see also Section 4. Examples include scaling, rotation in attribute
space, and expressing a 2nd-order tensor by its eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
Fields as example data sets
Field data are very common in scientific applications where they express physical quantities defined over
continuous domains, for instance, temperatures in a room, or wind velocities in the atmosphere. Such
data are often the results of numerical simulations or measurements from experiments. A field is defined
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as a mapping from a continuous domain D⊆ Rn into an attribute space A ⊆ Rm (similar notions include
range and co-domain), given as
f : Rn ⊇ D→A ⊆ Rm. (2)
Typically, the domain can be considered in a spatiotemporal context, for example, D = Ds× It ⊆ R4,
where Ds ⊆ R3 is the spatial domain and It ⊆ R is a time interval. Depending on the attribute space, we
distinguish a scalar field S : D→A ⊆ R, a vector field V : D→A ⊆ R2, a tensor fields T , and more
generally, a combination of such fields, resulting in a multifield with an attribute space spanned by the
individual fields.
ENSEMBLES OF FIELDS. Fields are often associated with a set of parameters, which typically play a
different role than the domain dimensions. Parameters are often used to create collections of data sets,
referred to as ensembles [96].
{ f1, · · · , fk} : D×{P1, . . . ,Pk}→A ⊂ Rm, (3)
where each Pi (for i = 1 . . .k) is a parameter tuple. An example of an ensemble is the data set generated
from a computer simulation with different initial conditions (described by different parameters). Each
fi : D× Pi → A is an ensemble member or a realization. Ensemble members often have internal
correlations or follow certain distributions, making them especially hard to analyze. Ensemble data arise
in many applications and is an important theme in visualization research [46].
2 Differential structures
Science is a differential equation. Religion is a boundary condition.
Alan Turing, mathematician and computer scientist
Whereas real data and computations are mostly based on discrete domains and attributes, many of the
concepts for their analysis are founded on continuous settings. The machinery of differential arithmetics
and differential structures provide powerful analysis tools. Differential operators [15, 87] play a crucial
part in visualization. They allow the definition and categorization of many features, including extrema,
ridges, valleys, saddles and vortices. Differential equations, for example, are the basis for the definition
of streamlines, a fundamental method in flow visualization, see Fig. 3(a).
Finally, differential geometry provides mathematical tools to characterize curves and surfaces and
plays an important role in visualization, see Fig. 3(b). In this chapter, we summarize the most fundamental
concepts of discrete structures that are frequently encountered in visualization research.
Differential operators
DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS IN EUCLIDEAN SPACES. Differential operators [15, 87] map functions
(e.g. fields) to their derivatives and thus allow us to study the rates at which continuous attributes change.
They can be applied to scalar, vector, and tensor fields. They give rise to definitions of features, such as
extrema, ridges, valleys, saddles, and normals of isosurfaces. We describe differential operators for scalar
fields f : Rn→ R and vector fields v : Rn→ Rn. The explicit expression of the operators depends on the
inherent metric of the space; here, we assume the Euclidean metric. We often use the operator
∇=
 ∂∂x1...
∂
∂xn
 (4)
to simplify the notations. The gradient of a scalar field
∇ f =

∂ f
∂x1
...
∂ f
∂xn ,
 (5)
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(a) (b)
Figure 3: An interplay between discrete data and continuous concepts. (a) Numerically computed streamlines
of the flow behind a cylinder approximate the solutions of an ordinary differential equation. (b) A discrete
mesh approximates the shape of a mechanical part, where a continuous color map highlights the extremal
values of the load of the material.
is a vector that indicates the direction of the steepest ascent. Locations where gradient vanishes (∇ f = 0)
are associated with critical points of the scalar field, such as maxima, minima, and saddles, see also
Section 7. Hessian matrices consisting of 2nd-order partial derivatives are used to classify the critical
points,
H =

∂ 2 f
∂x21
... ∂ f∂x1∂xn
... ...
∂ 2 f
∂xn∂x1
... ∂
2 f
∂x2n
 . (6)
The eigenvalues of the Hessian H can be interpreted as the principal curvatures, and the eigenvectors
as principal directions; therefore H is often used to define ridges and valley lines in scalar fields. For
example, a topographic ridge is defined as the set of points where the slope is minimal on the scalar
field restricted to a contour line. This means that one eigenvector of H is aligned with the elevation
gradient [72].
The Jacobian J ∈ Rn×n is a matrix that generalizes the concept of a gradient for a vector field v,
J = ∇v =

∂v1
∂x1
... ∂vn∂x1
... ...
∂v1
∂xn ...
∂vn
∂xn
 . (7)
The eigenvalues of the Jacobian can be used to categorize the types of 1st-order critical points in vector
fields, i.e., positive for sources, negative for sinks, differently signed for saddles, and complex for center
points, see Fig. 4.
Other important differential operators are the Laplace operator ∆ f = ∇2 f = ∂
2 f
∂x2 +
∂ 2 f
∂y2 +
∂ 2 f
∂ z2 , the
divergence divv = ∇ · v, and the curl curlv = ∇× v of a vector field. In an infinitessimal neighborhoord,
the divergence is a measure of how much the flow converges toward or repels from a point, and the curl
indicates of how much the flow swirls or rotates.
DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS FOR FIELD APPROXIMATIONS. Differential operators also play an important
role in the approximation of fields as they represent the components in the Taylor expansion. A scalar
field in the vicinity of a point P ∈Rn can be approximated as f (P+x) = f (P)+∇ f (P) ·x+ 12 xT H(P)x+
O(‖x‖3). For vector fields, the linear approximation is given as v(P+ x) = v(P)+ J(P) · x+O(‖x‖2).
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Figure 4: The Jacobian J can be used to classify the local behavior of a vector field in the vicinity of a critical
point. Locally, the field can be approximated up to 1st order via the Taylor expansion as v(x) = v0 + J · x.
If v0 = 0, the point x is critical. The critical point can be classified based on the determinant and the trace
of the Jacobian. The sign of the discriminant ∆ = tr2(J)−4det(J) separates the area of real and complex
eigenvalues of the Jacobian. Complex eigenvalues are associated with swirling motions.
DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS IN NON-EUCLIDEAN SPACES. For non-Euclidean spaces, differential
operators are more complex. Consider, for example, spherical coordinates: the divergence of a vector
(vr,vθ ,vϕ) (where r is the radius, θ is the polar angle, and ϕ is the azimuthal angle) is then given as
divv =
1
r2
∂
(
r2vr
)
∂ r
+
1
r sinθ
∂
∂θ
(vθ sinθ)+
1
r sinθ
∂vϕ
∂ϕ
. (8)
The differential operators for cylinder and spherical coordinates can be found in most textbooks.
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Differential equations
A differential equation [1, 80] is a mathematical equation that relates a function with its derivatives.
Differential equations are categorized into ordinary differential equations (containing one independent
variable), and partial differential equations (involving two or more independent variables).
One of the most common examples of an ordinary differential equation in visualization is given
through the relation of a vector field and its trajectories (that are everywhere tangential to the field), see
Fig. 3(a). A flow can be represented either as a time dependent vector field Rd×R→ Rd , (x, t) 7→ v(x, t)
or through its flow map,
R×R×Rd → Rd , t× t0× x0 7→ F tt0(x0), (9)
with F t0t0 (x0) = x0, and F
t2
t1 (F
t1
t0 (x0)) =F
t2
t0 (x0).
The flow map describes how a flow parcel at (x0, t0) moves to F
t1
t0 (x0) in the time interval [t0, t1]. The two
representations of the vector field are related through the initial value problem [14],
F˙ tt0(x0) = v(x(t), t), F
t0
t0 (x0) = x0, (10)
where F˙ refers to the temporal derivative of F , and inversely through integration,
x0+
∫ t
t0
v(x(t), t)dt = F tt0(x0). (11)
Partial differential equations are more complex than ordinary differential equations, and, depending on
the initial and boundary conditions [36], may not have a unique solution or a solution at all. As a popular
example, we can look at the heat equation,
du(x, t)
dt
−α∇2u(x, t) = 0, (12)
Where α ∈ R is called the thermal diffusivity. The solution to the above heat equation is a Gaussian. It
describes the physical problem of heat transfer or diffusion and is used in various visualization applications,
for instance, in diffusion-based smoothing, or to define a continuous scale space.
Even if solutions of differential equations exist, for visualization applications, it is rarely possible
to derive them analytically, but only numerically [10, 66], due to the reliance on empirical data for
coefficients, initial conditions, and boundary conditions. The most popular solvers for ordinary differential
equations are the Euler and Runge-Kutta methods. For partial differential equations, the families of
finite element methods (FEM), finite volume schemes, and finite differences methods are frequently used,
depending on the choice of discretization.
Differential geometry
We review elements from differential geometry [61] that are most relevant to visualization, including
parametrized curves and surfaces, lengths, areas, and curvature. Some of these concepts can be generalized
from three-dimensional to higher-dimensional spaces dealing with general manifolds, which are topics in
Riemannian Geometry [2].
PARAMETRIC CURVES. In differential geometry, curves are defined in a parametrized form, and their
geometric properties, including arc length, curvature, and torsion, are expressed using integrals and
derivatives. A parametric curve
γ : [a,b]⊂ R→ Rd (13)
is a vector-valued function defined over a non-empty interval. Curves can be distinguished depending
on how often they are differentiable. In the continuous case, we will assume the curve to be sufficiently
smooth.
The fundamental theorem of differential geometry of curves guarantees that up to transformations of
the Euclidean space (rotations, reflections, and translations), a three-dimensional curve can be uniquely
defined by its velocity, curvature, and torsion. These three concepts describe changes of the Frenet-Serret
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frame, which is a local coordinate system that moves with the curve. A Frenet-Serret frame is spanned
by the unit tangent vector T (t), normal vector N(t), and binormal vector B(t), which are defined via
derivatives of the curve γ(t) with respect to the parameter t ∈ [a,b],
T (t) =
γ ′(t)
‖γ ′(t)‖ ,
N(t) =
γ ′′(t)− (γ ′′(t) ·T (t))T (t)
‖γ ′′(t)− (γ ′′(t) ·T (t))‖ ,
B(t) = T (t)×N(t).
Consequently, commonly used curve descriptors include velocity v(t) = ‖γ ′(t)‖, curvature κ(t) =
‖T ′(t) ·N(t)‖/‖T (t)‖, and torsion τ(t) = ‖N′(t) ·B(t)‖/‖T (t)‖. Other useful measures are the arclength
l(t) =
∫ t
a ‖γ ′(s)‖ds and the acceleration a(t) = γ ′′(t).
PARAMETRIC SURFACES. Similar to curves, surfaces can be parametrized, see Fig. 5. A parametric
surface
S : Ω⊂ R2→ Rn (14)
is a vector-valued function of a non-empty area. We assume the surface to be sufficiently smooth.
The tangent plane of a surface at a point S(p) ∈ Rn with p ∈ R2 is the union of all tangent vectors
of all curves through S(p). The plane is spanned by the two partial derivatives Su(p) = ∂S/∂u and
Sv(p) = ∂S/∂v. The surface normal, perpendicular to the tangent plane, is given by the cross product of
the partial derivatives,
N(p) =
Su(p)×Sv(p)
‖Su(p)×Sv(p)‖ . (15)
MEASUREMENTS ON SURFACES. The calculation of the length of a curve on a surface or the surface
area can be easily formulated using the first fundamental form I(p) : R2→ R2×2. I(p) defines a natural
local metric induced by the Euclidean metric in Rn. For notational simplicity, we omit the dependence of
the location p ∈ R2. Its components guv are defined as the scalar product of the tangent vectors Su ·Sv. In
matrix form, the first fundamental form is given as,
I =
(
guu guv
gvu gvv
)
=
(
E F
F G
)
. (16)
Using the first fundamental form, a line element ds on the surface is expressed as ds2 = Edu2+2Fdudv+
Gdv2 and an area element as dA = ‖Su×Sv‖dudv =
√
EG−F2 dudv. The arclength of a curve on the
surface results from integrating the line element l =
∫ b
a ds, and the area of a surface patch results from
integrating the area element.
SURFACE CURVATURE. Many different curvature measures are available. Loosely speaking, curvature
is a concept that measures the amount by which a surface deviates from a plane or the variation of the
surface normal. Central to the concept of curvature is the Gauss map, which maps the surface normals to
the unit sphere N : S→ S2. The differential of the Gauss map in a certain direction is a measurement of
curvature in that direction. Mathematically, the curvature is summarized in the second fundamental form,
denoted as II. In matrix form, it is given as,
II =
(
Suu ·N Suv ·N
Svu ·N Svv ·N
)
=
(
e f
f g
)
, (17)
where Suv,Suu,Svv are the respective second derivatives of the the surface parametrization. The shape
operator expresses the curvature in local coordinates,
S =
1
EG−F2
(
eG− f F f G−gF
f E− eF gE− f F
)
. (18)
Its eigenvalues (k1 and k2) are called the principal curvatures at a given point; and its eigenvectors
are called the principal directions. The Gaussian curvature K is equal to the product of the principal
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Figure 5: Left: parametrized surface. Right: The changes of the normals in a certain direction define the
normal curvature of the surface.
curvatures. It can also be calculated as the ratio of the determinants of the second and first fundamental
forms. The mean curvature H is defined as the average of the principal curvatures:
K = k1 · k2 = eg− f
2
EG−F2 , H =
1
2
(k1+ k2) =
1
2
eG+gE−2 f F
EG−F2 .
Points on the surface can be categorized as elliptic (K > 0), parabolic (K = 0,H 6= 0), hyperbolic (K < 0),
and flat (K = H = 0 using the Gaussian and mean curvatures.
The curvature κ of a surface curve γ can be decomposed into its normal curvature kn normal to the
surface and its geodesic curvature kg, which measures the deviation of a curve from being a geodesic
κ2 = k2n + k2g. The extrema of the normal curvature over all curves through a point correspond to the
principal curvatures k1 and k2 of the surface. A curve where the geodesic curvature is equal to zero is
called a geodesic, which is a generalization of a straight line on arbitrary surfaces, as the straightest and
locally shortest curve.
Manifolds
Roughly speaking, an n-manifold M embedded in Rm is a space that is locally similar to Euclidean space
Rn. Formally, each point p of the manifold M has an open neighborhood Up ⊂M that is homeomorphic
to an open subset V of the Euclidean space described by a chart or local frame ϕ : Up ⊂M→Vp ⊂ Rn.
The entire manifold can be described by a collection of compatible charts, which together form an atlas.
A well-known example is a sphere, which is a 2-manifold embedded in R3, defined by the condition
x2 + y2 + z2 = R (R being the radius). There are many ways to define charts on the sphere. It is also
possible to cover the whole sphere excluding one point with a chart, which requires at least two charts to
complete the atlas. Covering a sphere with one chart, however, is not possible.
Similar to surfaces, one can define a tangent space TpM attached to every point in M. TpM has the
same dimension as the manifold. The tangent space defines a local basis on the manifold and plays an
important role since many fields (e.g. vector fields) live in the tangent space of the domain, see Fig. 6.
3 Sampled Data and Discrete Methods
The world is continuous, but the mind is discrete.
David Bryant Mumford, mathematician
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Figure 6: Vector field defined on a sphere given in spherical coordinates. Left: a parametrization of the sphere
with spherical coordinates, Right: the vector field can be expressed in a local reference frame, which depends
on the spherical coordinates.
Fields are defined over continuous domains in theory; however, they are described at discretely sampled
locations in practice. Typical analysis and visualization methods rely on a reconstruction of the continuous
fields. Two different approaches are commonly used to deal with this issue. First, the discrete data is
interpolated to fill the entire domain. Second, the analysis techniques are transferred to the discrete setting.
Data representation
Sampled data come in many different forms and representations depending on their origin. For measure-
ment data, one often deals with unstructured point clouds resulting from practical constraints, e.g., possible
placements for sensors. Data coming from simulations are mostly based on grid structures, ranging from
uniform grids to unstructured and hybrid grids. Therefore, the attributes are assigned to either the grid
vertices, the grid cells, or distinguished points inside the cells, e.g., Gauss or integration points coming
from finite element simulations, see Fig. 7. An overview of common data representations can be found
in [92].
Data given per cell Data given in the verices
of the cell
Data given in 27 
integration or Gauss points
Figure 7: Data can be assigned to a regular cubic grid in many different ways.
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A grid is built from a set of vertices V and neighborhood relations, defining edges, faces and
cells. The neighborhood relations can be given explicitly for unstructured grids or implicitly encoded
in an index structure. An example is a quad mesh where the vertices are identified by three indices
V = {vi jk | 1≤ i, j, l ≤ n} and edges E = {(vi jk,vi+1 jk),(vi jk,vi j+1k),(vi jk,vi jk+1) | ∀vi jk ∈V}. The most
common 2-dimensional cells are triangles and rectangles; 3-dimensional cells include quads, tetrahedra,
and prisms.
Simplicial complexes
Simplicial complexes are data structures that are particularly useful for combinatorial algorithms (see
Section 7). They can be considered as a formal generalization of triangulations to higher dimensions. A
k-simplex is defined as the convex hull of k+1 affinely independent points pi ∈ Rk; the convex hull of
any nonempty subset of the k+1 points is a face of the simplex. 0-, 1-, 2- and 3-simplices are vertices,
edges, triangles, and tetrahedra, respectively.
A simplicial complex K is a set of simplices such that every face of a simplex from K is also in K, and
the intersections of two simplices in K is either empty or a face of both simplices, see Fig. 8. A more
detailed discussion can be found in [67, 22]. A simplicial complex is a type of cell complex in which
the cells are simplices. There are several different ways to formalize and instantiate the notion of a cell
complex, including CW complex, ∆-complex, cube complex, polytopal complex, etc.; see Hatcher [47]
for an introduction.
Neighborhood graphs
Neighborhood graphs impose combinatorial structures on point clouds that capture certain notion of
proximity. Such structures give rise to the use of grid-based analysis methods but are also of interest
for clustering algorithms and many discrete theories. The most fundamental neighborhood structure is
the Delaunay triangulation of a point cloud. Given a finite set of points P = {pi}mi=1 ⊂ Rn, the Voronoi
diagram is defined as a decomposition of the domain in regions Vi assigned to each point pi ∈ P. Vi
contains all points in Rn that are at least as close to pi as to any other point in P. The dual structure of
the Voronoi diagram in the plane is the Delaunay triangulation and in three dimension the Delaunay
tetrahedralization. The Delaunay triangulation maximizes the minimum angle in a triangulation and gives
rise to a reasonably nice triangulation. The concept extends to higher dimensions, but its computation
becomes very costly. Many other neighborhood graphs have been studied with respect to geometric
properties and robustness. Examples include the Gabriel graph [38] and the k-nearest neighbors graph. A
more detailed discussion about such graphs can be found in textbooks on computational geometry [18].
Neighborhood graphs in the context of high-dimensional and sparse data in visualization applications
are also discussed in [17]. There is a large body of work related to meshing that is also relevant in this
context [106].
k=0
vertex [A]
k=3
tetrahedron [A,B,C,D]
k=2
triangle [A,B,C]
k=1
edge [A,B] Simplicial complex
Figure 8: Left: 0-, 1, 2 and 3-simplex, respectively. Right: a simplicial complex embedded in R2.
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Reconstruction and interpolation
The goal of a reconstruction is to recover an approximate version of a continuous function from a sampled
data set. A reconstruction that matches the values in the sampled points exactly is called interpolation.
Given a set of points (vertices or nodes) P = {pi}mi=1 with pi 6= p j for i 6= j and a set of associated
values { fi ∈ R}mi=1, a function f : Rn→ R is called interpolating function for the set of points if it fulfills
the interpolation condition f (pi) = fi, for 1≤ i≤ m.
Infinitely many possibilities are available to interpolate a set of points. The choice of a specific
interpolation is often guided by simplicity and efficiency. It is important to be aware that different
interpolation schemes may have significant impact on the computation and visualization results. The most
common interpolation methods for gridded data are piecewise linear, bilinear, and trilinear interpolations.
For scattered data, one typically constructs a grid or uses radial basis functions [6].
Discrete theories
Discrete theories typically inherit structural properties from the smooth setting and come with theoretical
understandings about the preservation of relevant invariants. In general, they satisfy a subset of properties
from the smooth setting, resulting in a large diversity of discrete theories [97]. For example, in the discrete
setting, a geodesic defined as a locally shortest connection is not equivalent to the straightest connection,
as in the continuous setting [73].
In visualization, the most important examples arise from combinatorial differential topology and
geometry. For instance, discrete exterior calculus provides discrete differential operators [19]; and discrete
differential geometry introduces concepts for curvatures and geodesics [20]. A very useful and popular
discrete theory is discrete Morse theory [37], which forms the base of many current algorithms for the
extraction of the Morse-Smale complex, see also Section 7.
4 Symmetries, Invariances, and Features
Symmetry is a vast subject, significant in art and nature. Mathematics lies at its root, and it
would be hard to find a better one on which to demonstrate the working of the mathematical
intellect.
Hermann Weyl, mathematician and theoretical physicist [98]
Symmetries, invariances, and conserved quantities are closely related concepts that play an important
role in many mathematical and physical theories, for instance, Noether’s theorem links symmetries of
physical spaces with conservation properties [84]. Invariants are properties of an object (a system or a
data set) that remain unchanged when certain transformations (such as rotations or permutations) are
applied to the object. In visualization, invariants play a central role for feature definition and pattern
recognition. For example, the number of legs of a 3-dimensional animal model is invariant with respect to
changes due to animal movement or shape morphing. Another example is the Galilean invariance for flow
features, e.g., vorticity does not change under certain changes of the reference frame even though the flow
components change [71]. There are also topological invariants which characterize spaces with respect
to smooth deformations [47]. A formal analysis of the symmetries that arise from group actions, with a
strong emphasis on the geometry, Lie groups, and Lie algebra, can be found in textbooks dealing with
representation theory and invariant theory [42].
Features, traits, and properties
According to the Cambridge Dictionary, a feature is “a typical quality or an important part of something”.
In the visualization literature, the term feature is not well-defined and oftentimes an overloaded concept.
Features often represent structures in a data set that are meaningful within some domain-specific context.
They can be used as the basis for abstract visualization. Here we define a feature F(D)⊂I of a data
set D as a subset of data items having a specific property; see Section 1. For field data, features are
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typically defined as certain subsets in the spatial domain. Typical features of a scalar field s : D→ R are
iso-surfaces s−1(a) (for a ∈ R), and the set of critical points of s.
In many cases, features can be locally defined by traits T ⊂A ∗, subsets of the enriched attribute space
A ∗ containing the data attributes and possibly derived quantities. Specifically, given a field f : D→A ∗
that maps a domain D into an enriched attribute space A ∗, a trait-induced feature is defined to be
FT (D) = f−1(T ) = {x ∈I | f (x) ∈ T}, for some T ⊂A ∗ [53]. A point trait T = {p} ∈A ∗ = R gives
rise to a trait-induced feature known as an iso-surface. A point trait is also referred to as a feature
descriptor. IfA ∗ encodes the derivatives of f , then the set of critical points is a trait-induced feature given
by all points where the derivative of the scalar function is equal to 0. A line trait is a line in A ∗ = R2
spanned by the scalar values and its derivatives. It is desirable for a descriptor to be invariant with respect
to changes (e.g., rotations and scalings) to the data representation.
Other types of features based on structures of the data, such as cycles in a graph, may not be described
by traits naturally. Such features are referred to as structure-induced features. In general, features can be
defined by any combination of attribute and structural constraints.
Transformations, symmetries, and invariances
Invariants are directly linked to transformations T describing an inherent symmetry of the system. A
transformation is a function that maps a set X to itself, i.e. T : X → X . In the context of visualization,
a transformation concerning the structureS is called the inner transformation; a transformation of the
attribute space A ∗ is called the outer transformation. A transformation can be both an inner and an outer
transformation. The notion of invariance and transformation can also be extended to changes in the model
used to create the visualization, or the image itself [58].
When talking about invariants, we are interested not only in one specific transformation but also in
certain classes of transformation described as transformation groups [42]. A transformation group acting
on a set X is defined as a group G with neutral element e and an action
T : G×X → X ,
where each group element g ∈ G defines a transformation Tg as Tg(x) ≡ T (g,x) with the following
properties: for all x ∈ X and all g,h ∈ G, Te(x) = x and Tg(Th(x)) = Tgh(x).
A symmetry group is a group that conserves a certain structure, property or feature. It gives a unique
relation between symmetries and invariants. Formally, let T : D → D be a transformation (short for
T :I ×A ∗→I ×A ∗), and F(D) be a feature of a data set D . Then we say that T is a symmetry of D
if F(D) commutes with the transformation T
T (F(D)) = F(T (D)).
Typical transformations for field data are rotations in 3-dimensional Euclidean space that form the group
SO3 acting on R3. An application is the definition of invariant moments as descriptors of flow patterns [7].
An example that plays an important role in flow visualization is the Galilean transformation, which
transforms coordinates between two reference frames that differ only by constant relative motion [57].
Domain-specific invariants like shear stress or anisotropy also play a central role in tensor field visualiza-
tion [60]. An example of discrete data is the permutation group Sym(M) whose elements are permutations
of a set M.
5 Cluster Analysis
The Milky Way is nothing else but a mass of innumerable stars planted together in clusters.
Galileo Galilei, astronomer, physicist and engineer
A frequently employed approach in visualization and exploratory analysis is cluster analysis or clustering,
i.e., to assign a set of objects to groups in a manner such that objects in the same group are more similar
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to each other in some manner than to those in other groups. In other words, data are decomposed into a
set of classes that in some sense reflect the distribution of the data.
To achieve this general goal, a very large variety of algorithms have been presented for specific
problems or data modalities [51, 33]; they differ significantly in how they define and identify clusters.
Clustering results are typically subject to various parameters, and it is often necessary to modify (e.g.,
transform) input data and choose parameters to obtain a result with desired properties. We describe four
clustering techniques that are frequently applied in data analysis and visualization and illustrate how they
have been used to address various visualization problems.
k-MEANS CLUSTERING. Given a set of data (x1, . . . ,xn) where each xi is a d-dimensional real vector,
k-means clustering (also called Lloyd’s algorithm) seeks to partition the data into k ≤ n disjoint sets
C = {C1, . . . ,Ck} (with a fixed k) such that the variance within each cluster is minimized, i.e., to find
argmin
C
k
∑
i=1
∑
x∈Ci
‖x−mi‖2
where mi is the mean of data in Ci. The result depends centrally on the chosen metric, for which the
Euclidean norm is often selected. Algorithmically, Ci can be found iteratively in a manner similar to
computing a centroidal Voronoi tessellation [21]: given an initial set of cluster centers mi, assign to each
cluster the data points that are closer to mi than to all other cluster centers. Compute a new set of means
as cluster centers from the assigned points, and repeat the process until convergence. Initially, the data
centers can either be chosen randomly or according to heuristics [12].
k-means clustering was used in visualization, for example, by Woodring and Shen [102], who
employed it to automatically generate transfer functions for volume rendering temporal data. They
achieved this by identifying clusters of data points that behave similarly over time. k-means clustering is
relatively easy to understand and utilize. However, a major drawback of this approach is that the number
of classes or clusters k must be specified a priori.
SPECTRAL CLUSTERING. Clustering is not directly applied on the data, but rather on the similarity
matrix S (where Si j = ‖xi−x j‖) that contains pairwise distances between individual data items. Clustering
is then performed on the eigenvectors of S. Intuitively, S can be viewed as describing a mass-spring
system. Masses coupled through tight springs will largely move together relative to the equilibrium of
such a system, and thus eigenvectors of small eigenvalues of S can be seen to form a suitable partition of
the data.
As with clustering in general, many incarnations of this basic idea have been given. The normalized
cuts technique is a non-parametric clustering approach often used in image segmentation [85]. For
visualization purposes, it was utilized by Ip et al. to explore feature segmentation of three-dimensional
intensity fields [50], and by Brun et al. to visualize white matter fiber traces in DT-MRI data [5].
DENSITY-BASED CLUSTERING. The DBSCAN (density-based spatial clustering of applications with
noise) algorithm is a widely used general-purpose clustering scheme [32, 83]. It considers the density of
data points in their embedding space and subdivides them into three types. A point xi is a core points if at
least m points lie within a distance of δ from xi; these points are called directly reachable from xi. Both m
and δ are parameters. An arbitrary point x j is reachable from xi if there is a path xi,xk, . . . ,x j such that
each point in the path is directly reachable from its predecessor. Points that are not reachable from any
core point are called outliers. Clusters are formed by core points and the points that are reachable from
them. (There may be multiple core points in a cluster.) Due to the non-symmetric reachability relations,
DBSCAN uses the notion of density-connectedness for a pair xi and x j. That is, points xi and x j are
connected if there is a third point xl from which both xi and x j are reachable.
DBSCAN is relatively easy to implement and has good runtime properties, but many variants of
the basic technique exist that differ in various details [91, 83]. Wu et al. used DBSCAN to provide
level-of-detail in visualization and exploration of academic career path [103].
MEAN SHIFT. A mean shift procedure is a variant of density-based clustering; it is applied to identify
the maxima (or modes) of a density function from discrete samples. Fixing a kernel function K(xi− x)
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(typically flat or Gaussian) and a point x in the embedding space, the weighted mean in a window around
x is
m(x) =
∑xi K(xi− x)xi
∑xi K(xi− x)
.
The mean shift m(x)− x is then minimized by setting x← m(x) and iterating until convergence. Data
points x j are grouped into clusters according to the mode to which the mean shift converges if initialized
with x j. This process yields a general-purpose clustering technique that does not incorporate assumptions
about the data and relies on a single parameter, the kernel bandwidth. In visualization, a good example of
the usefulness of this algorithm is given by Bo¨ttger et al. [3], who use mean-shift clustering to achieve
edge bundling in brain functional connectivity graphs.
6 Statistics for Visualization
If the statistics are boring, you’ve got the wrong numbers.
Edward R. Tufte, statistician [93]
Statistics deals with the collection, description, analysis and interpretation of (data) populations. De-
scriptive statistics are used to summarize population data. Moments, also called summary statistics, are
a statistical notion to describe the shape of a function (distribution). Mathematically, the n-th central
moment of a real-valued continuous function f (x) of a real variable is given by
µn =
∫ ∞
−∞
(x− c)n f (x)dx,
where c is the mean of f (x). The first moment corresponds to the mean, and a usual assumption considers
c= 0. These moments give rise to the usual statistical descriptors of a distribution such as variance (n= 2),
skewness (n = 3), and kurtosis (n = 4). Potter et al. provide guidance on the visualization of functions via
their summary statistics [75]. For multiple variables, the concept of moments can be generalized to mixed
moments. Applications in visualization include pattern matching for feature extraction [8].
A frequent problem in comparative visualization is comparing distributions. Here, the covariance of
two distributions
cov( f ,g) = E [ f −E[ f ]] E [g−E[g]]
signifies their joint variability. In the multivariate case, covariance can be generalized to the covariance
matrix. Covariance matrices have been frequently used in visualization, for example in glyph-based [74]
or feature-based visualization [101].
Furthermore, correlation of functions may be used for comparison. In the broadest sense, correlation
is any statistical association between data populations; in practice, correlation is usually used to indicate a
linear relationship between functions. An commonly used concept is the Pearson’s correlation coefficient,
ρ f ,g = corr( f ,g) =
cov( f ,g)
σ fσg
,
where σ f and σg refer to the standard deviation of f and g, respectively. ρ f ,g ∈ (0,1] if f and g are
positively correlated; ρ f ,g ∈ [−1,0) if f and g are negatively correlated; ρ f ,g = 0 if f and g have no linear
correlation. Finding correlations among data is one of the most essential tasks in many scientific problems,
and visualization can be very helpful during such a process [13, 43].
Order statistics, on the other hand, characterizes a population in terms of ordering and allows us to
make statistical statements about the distribution of its values. For example, the q-percentile (0≤ q≤ 100)
denotes the value below which q percent of the samples are located. Order statistics can be easily
combined with descriptive statistics in the univariate case [75]. Higher dimensional variants of these
notions are also available and used to represent data visually [77]. An interesting generalization of order
statistics to a widely-used topological structure is the contour boxplot [99].
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Figure 9: Betti numbers for the sphere and the torus. β0 = 1, β1 = 0, and β2 = 1 for the sphere (left) and
β0 = 1, β1 = 2, and β2 = 1 for the torus (right). Image courtesy of Mustafa Hajij.
7 Topological Data Analysis
If you can put it on a necklace, it has a one-dimensional hole. If you can fill it with toothpaste,
it has a two-dimensional hole. For holes of higher dimensions, you are on your own.
Evelyn Lamb, math and science writer [62]
For topology in visualization, two key developments from computational topology play an essential role
in connecting mathematical theories to practice: first, separating features from noise using persistent
homology; second, abstracting topological summaries of data using topological structures such as Reeb
graphs, Morse-Small complexes, Jacobi sets, and their variants.
Topology, homology and Betti numbers
Topology has been one of the most exciting research fields in modern mathematics [52]. It is con-
cerned with the properties of space that are preserved under continuous deformations, such as stretching,
crumpling, and bending, but not tearing or gluing [100].
The beginning of topology was arguably marked by Leonhard Euler, who published a paper in 1736
that solved the now famous Ko¨nigsberg bridge problem. In the paper, titled “The Solution of a Problem
Relating to the Geometry of Position”, Euler was dealing with “a different type of geometry where distance
was not relevant” [70]. Johann Benedict Listing was credited as the first to use the word “topology”
in print based on his 1847 work titled “Introductory Studies in Topology”; although many of Listing’s
topological ideas were borrowed from Carl Friedrich Gauss [70]. Both Listing and Bernhard Riemann
studied the components and connectivity of surfaces. Listing examined connectivity in 3-dimensional
Euclidean space, and Enrico Betti extended the idea to n dimensions. Henri Poincare´ then gave a rigorous
basis to the idea of connectivity in a series of papers “Analysis situs” in 1895. He introduced the concept
of homology and improved upon the precise definition of Betti numbers of a space [70]. In other words, it
was Poincare´ who “gave topology wings” [52] via the notion of homology.
The original motivation to define homology was that it can be used to tell two objects (a.k.a. topological
spaces) apart by examining their holes. This process associates a topological space X with a sequence
of abelian groups called homology groups H(X), which, roughly speaking, count and collate holes in
a space [40]. Informally, homology groups generalize a common-sense notion of connectivity. They
detect and describe the connected components (0-dimensional holes), tunnels (1-dimensional holes),
voids (2-dimensional holes), and holes of higher dimensions in the space. The p-th Betti number βp is
the rank of the p-th homology group of X, Hp(X), and captures the number of p-dimensional holes of a
topological space. For instance, a sphere contains no tunnels but a void, and a torus contains two tunnels
(see Fig. 9).
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3
<latexit sha1_base64="jaJ9kUjk6fI4N8 ZyHdhr02On/A0=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstDIkNpYYBUngQvaWOdiw t3fZ3TMhF36CjYXG2PqL7Pw3LnCFgi+Z5OW9mczMCxLBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+ P2jpOFcMWi0WsOgHVKLjEluFGYCdRSKNA4GMwvpn5j0+oNI/lg5kk6Ed0KHnIGTVWuq9eVPv liltz5yCrxMtJBXI0++Wv3iBmaYTSMEG17npuYvyMKsOZwGmpl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7WfzU6 fkzCoDEsbKljRkrv6eyGik9SQKbGdEzUgvezPxP6+bmvDKz7hMUoOSLRaFqSAmJrO/yYArZE ZMLKFMcXsrYSOqKDM2nZINwVt+eZW06zXPrXl39UrjOo+jCCdwCufgwSU04Baa0AIGQ3iGV3 hzhPPivDsfi9aCk88cwx84nz8zRY0N</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jaJ9kUjk6fI4N8 ZyHdhr02On/A0=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstDIkNpYYBUngQvaWOdiw t3fZ3TMhF36CjYXG2PqL7Pw3LnCFgi+Z5OW9mczMCxLBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+ P2jpOFcMWi0WsOgHVKLjEluFGYCdRSKNA4GMwvpn5j0+oNI/lg5kk6Ed0KHnIGTVWuq9eVPv liltz5yCrxMtJBXI0++Wv3iBmaYTSMEG17npuYvyMKsOZwGmpl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7WfzU6 fkzCoDEsbKljRkrv6eyGik9SQKbGdEzUgvezPxP6+bmvDKz7hMUoOSLRaFqSAmJrO/yYArZE ZMLKFMcXsrYSOqKDM2nZINwVt+eZW06zXPrXl39UrjOo+jCCdwCufgwSU04Baa0AIGQ3iGV3 hzhPPivDsfi9aCk88cwx84nz8zRY0N</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jaJ9kUjk6fI4N8 ZyHdhr02On/A0=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstDIkNpYYBUngQvaWOdiw t3fZ3TMhF36CjYXG2PqL7Pw3LnCFgi+Z5OW9mczMCxLBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+ P2jpOFcMWi0WsOgHVKLjEluFGYCdRSKNA4GMwvpn5j0+oNI/lg5kk6Ed0KHnIGTVWuq9eVPv liltz5yCrxMtJBXI0++Wv3iBmaYTSMEG17npuYvyMKsOZwGmpl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7WfzU6 fkzCoDEsbKljRkrv6eyGik9SQKbGdEzUgvezPxP6+bmvDKz7hMUoOSLRaFqSAmJrO/yYArZE ZMLKFMcXsrYSOqKDM2nZINwVt+eZW06zXPrXl39UrjOo+jCCdwCufgwSU04Baa0AIGQ3iGV3 hzhPPivDsfi9aCk88cwx84nz8zRY0N</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jaJ9kUjk6fI4N8 ZyHdhr02On/A0=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstDIkNpYYBUngQvaWOdiw t3fZ3TMhF36CjYXG2PqL7Pw3LnCFgi+Z5OW9mczMCxLBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+ P2jpOFcMWi0WsOgHVKLjEluFGYCdRSKNA4GMwvpn5j0+oNI/lg5kk6Ed0KHnIGTVWuq9eVPv liltz5yCrxMtJBXI0++Wv3iBmaYTSMEG17npuYvyMKsOZwGmpl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7WfzU6 fkzCoDEsbKljRkrv6eyGik9SQKbGdEzUgvezPxP6+bmvDKz7hMUoOSLRaFqSAmJrO/yYArZE ZMLKFMcXsrYSOqKDM2nZINwVt+eZW06zXPrXl39UrjOo+jCCdwCufgwSU04Baa0AIGQ3iGV3 hzhPPivDsfi9aCk88cwx84nz8zRY0N</latexit>
3.2
<latexit sha1_base64="7lXAJogma/vj4U GeqCQJ/p1eICE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5DUg56k4MVjBdMW2lA22027 dHcTdjdCCf0NXjwo4tUf5M1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXpRypo3nfTuljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+DwqHp 80tZJpggNSMIT1Y2wppxJGhhmOO2mimIRcdqJJndzv/NElWaJfDTTlIYCjySLGcHGSkH9ym3 UB9Wa53oLoHXiF6QGBVqD6ld/mJBMUGkIx1r3fC81YY6VYYTTWaWfaZpiMsEj2rNUYkF1mC +OnaELqwxRnChb0qCF+nsix0LrqYhsp8BmrFe9ufif18tMfBPmTKaZoZIsF8UZRyZB88/RkC lKDJ9agoli9lZExlhhYmw+FRuCv/ryOmk3XN9z/YdGrXlbxFGGMziHS/DhGppwDy0IgACDZ3 iFN0c6L86787FsLTnFzCn8gfP5Aw/ijYE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7lXAJogma/vj4U GeqCQJ/p1eICE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5DUg56k4MVjBdMW2lA22027 dHcTdjdCCf0NXjwo4tUf5M1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXpRypo3nfTuljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+DwqHp 80tZJpggNSMIT1Y2wppxJGhhmOO2mimIRcdqJJndzv/NElWaJfDTTlIYCjySLGcHGSkH9ym3 UB9Wa53oLoHXiF6QGBVqD6ld/mJBMUGkIx1r3fC81YY6VYYTTWaWfaZpiMsEj2rNUYkF1mC +OnaELqwxRnChb0qCF+nsix0LrqYhsp8BmrFe9ufif18tMfBPmTKaZoZIsF8UZRyZB88/RkC lKDJ9agoli9lZExlhhYmw+FRuCv/ryOmk3XN9z/YdGrXlbxFGGMziHS/DhGppwDy0IgACDZ3 iFN0c6L86787FsLTnFzCn8gfP5Aw/ijYE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7lXAJogma/vj4U GeqCQJ/p1eICE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5DUg56k4MVjBdMW2lA22027 dHcTdjdCCf0NXjwo4tUf5M1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXpRypo3nfTuljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+DwqHp 80tZJpggNSMIT1Y2wppxJGhhmOO2mimIRcdqJJndzv/NElWaJfDTTlIYCjySLGcHGSkH9ym3 UB9Wa53oLoHXiF6QGBVqD6ld/mJBMUGkIx1r3fC81YY6VYYTTWaWfaZpiMsEj2rNUYkF1mC +OnaELqwxRnChb0qCF+nsix0LrqYhsp8BmrFe9ufif18tMfBPmTKaZoZIsF8UZRyZB88/RkC lKDJ9agoli9lZExlhhYmw+FRuCv/ryOmk3XN9z/YdGrXlbxFGGMziHS/DhGppwDy0IgACDZ3 iFN0c6L86787FsLTnFzCn8gfP5Aw/ijYE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7lXAJogma/vj4U GeqCQJ/p1eICE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5DUg56k4MVjBdMW2lA22027 dHcTdjdCCf0NXjwo4tUf5M1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXpRypo3nfTuljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+DwqHp 80tZJpggNSMIT1Y2wppxJGhhmOO2mimIRcdqJJndzv/NElWaJfDTTlIYCjySLGcHGSkH9ym3 UB9Wa53oLoHXiF6QGBVqD6ld/mJBMUGkIx1r3fC81YY6VYYTTWaWfaZpiMsEj2rNUYkF1mC +OnaELqwxRnChb0qCF+nsix0LrqYhsp8BmrFe9ufif18tMfBPmTKaZoZIsF8UZRyZB88/RkC lKDJ9agoli9lZExlhhYmw+FRuCv/ryOmk3XN9z/YdGrXlbxFGGMziHS/DhGppwDy0IgACDZ3 iFN0c6L86787FsLTnFzCn8gfP5Aw/ijYE=</latexit>
3.7
<latexit sha1_base64="RUaYTjGZdlj5ocO7tbCc5jCxps0=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ2t X7V+VT16WWwFTyGph3qSghePFUwttKFstpt26WYTdjdCCf0NXjwo4tUf5M1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXpgKro3rfqPSxubW9k55t7K3f3B4VD0+6egkU5T5NBGJ6oZEM8El8w03gnVTxUgcCvY YTm7n/uMTU5on8sFMUxbEZCR5xCkxVvLrV06zPqjWXMddAK8TryA1KNAeVL/6w4RmMZOGCqJ1z3NTE+REGU4Fm1X6mWYpoRMyYj1LJYmZDvLFsTN8YZUhjhJlSxq8UH9P5CTWehqHtjMmZq xXvbn4n9fLTHQd5FymmWGSLhdFmcAmwfPP8ZArRo2YWkKo4vZWTMdEEWpsPhUbgrf68jrpNBzPdbz7Rq11U8RRhjM4h0vwoAktuIM2+ECBwzO8whuS6AW9o49lawkVM6fwB+jzBxd7jYY=< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RUaYTjGZdlj5ocO7tbCc5jCxps0=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ2t X7V+VT16WWwFTyGph3qSghePFUwttKFstpt26WYTdjdCCf0NXjwo4tUf5M1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXpgKro3rfqPSxubW9k55t7K3f3B4VD0+6egkU5T5NBGJ6oZEM8El8w03gnVTxUgcCvY YTm7n/uMTU5on8sFMUxbEZCR5xCkxVvLrV06zPqjWXMddAK8TryA1KNAeVL/6w4RmMZOGCqJ1z3NTE+REGU4Fm1X6mWYpoRMyYj1LJYmZDvLFsTN8YZUhjhJlSxq8UH9P5CTWehqHtjMmZq xXvbn4n9fLTHQd5FymmWGSLhdFmcAmwfPP8ZArRo2YWkKo4vZWTMdEEWpsPhUbgrf68jrpNBzPdbz7Rq11U8RRhjM4h0vwoAktuIM2+ECBwzO8whuS6AW9o49lawkVM6fwB+jzBxd7jYY=< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RUaYTjGZdlj5ocO7tbCc5jCxps0=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ2t X7V+VT16WWwFTyGph3qSghePFUwttKFstpt26WYTdjdCCf0NXjwo4tUf5M1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXpgKro3rfqPSxubW9k55t7K3f3B4VD0+6egkU5T5NBGJ6oZEM8El8w03gnVTxUgcCvY YTm7n/uMTU5on8sFMUxbEZCR5xCkxVvLrV06zPqjWXMddAK8TryA1KNAeVL/6w4RmMZOGCqJ1z3NTE+REGU4Fm1X6mWYpoRMyYj1LJYmZDvLFsTN8YZUhjhJlSxq8UH9P5CTWehqHtjMmZq xXvbn4n9fLTHQd5FymmWGSLhdFmcAmwfPP8ZArRo2YWkKo4vZWTMdEEWpsPhUbgrf68jrpNBzPdbz7Rq11U8RRhjM4h0vwoAktuIM2+ECBwzO8whuS6AW9o49lawkVM6fwB+jzBxd7jYY=< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RUaYTjGZdlj5ocO7tbCc5jCxps0=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ2t X7V+VT16WWwFTyGph3qSghePFUwttKFstpt26WYTdjdCCf0NXjwo4tUf5M1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXpgKro3rfqPSxubW9k55t7K3f3B4VD0+6egkU5T5NBGJ6oZEM8El8w03gnVTxUgcCvY YTm7n/uMTU5on8sFMUxbEZCR5xCkxVvLrV06zPqjWXMddAK8TryA1KNAeVL/6w4RmMZOGCqJ1z3NTE+REGU4Fm1X6mWYpoRMyYj1LJYmZDvLFsTN8YZUhjhJlSxq8UH9P5CTWehqHtjMmZq xXvbn4n9fLTHQd5FymmWGSLhdFmcAmwfPP8ZArRo2YWkKo4vZWTMdEEWpsPhUbgrf68jrpNBzPdbz7Rq11U8RRhjM4h0vwoAktuIM2+ECBwzO8whuS6AW9o49lawkVM6fwB+jzBxd7jYY=< /latexit>
4.2
<latexit sha1_base64="4TqMnKDkOgargaA/mneUl0EEWzI=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3U r1q/qh69LLaCp5AUQU9S8OKxgmkLbSib7aZdursJuxuhhP4GLx4U8eoP8ua/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0o508bzvp3SxubW9k55t7K3f3B4VD0+aeskU4QGJOGJ6kZYU84kDQwznHZTRbGIOO1 Ek7u533miSrNEPpppSkOBR5LFjGBjpaB+5Tbqg2rNc70F0DrxC1KDAq1B9as/TEgmqDSEY617vpeaMMfKMMLprNLPNE0xmeAR7VkqsaA6zBfHztCFVYYoTpQtadBC/T2RY6H1VES2U2Az1q veXPzP62UmvglzJtPMUEmWi+KMI5Og+edoyBQlhk8twUQxeysiY6wwMTafig3BX315nbQbru+5/kOj1rwt4ijDGZzDJfhwDU24hxYEQIDBM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8ARFpjYI=< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4TqMnKDkOgargaA/mneUl0EEWzI=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3U r1q/qh69LLaCp5AUQU9S8OKxgmkLbSib7aZdursJuxuhhP4GLx4U8eoP8ua/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0o508bzvp3SxubW9k55t7K3f3B4VD0+aeskU4QGJOGJ6kZYU84kDQwznHZTRbGIOO1 Ek7u533miSrNEPpppSkOBR5LFjGBjpaB+5Tbqg2rNc70F0DrxC1KDAq1B9as/TEgmqDSEY617vpeaMMfKMMLprNLPNE0xmeAR7VkqsaA6zBfHztCFVYYoTpQtadBC/T2RY6H1VES2U2Az1q veXPzP62UmvglzJtPMUEmWi+KMI5Og+edoyBQlhk8twUQxeysiY6wwMTafig3BX315nbQbru+5/kOj1rwt4ijDGZzDJfhwDU24hxYEQIDBM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8ARFpjYI=< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4TqMnKDkOgargaA/mneUl0EEWzI=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3U r1q/qh69LLaCp5AUQU9S8OKxgmkLbSib7aZdursJuxuhhP4GLx4U8eoP8ua/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0o508bzvp3SxubW9k55t7K3f3B4VD0+aeskU4QGJOGJ6kZYU84kDQwznHZTRbGIOO1 Ek7u533miSrNEPpppSkOBR5LFjGBjpaB+5Tbqg2rNc70F0DrxC1KDAq1B9as/TEgmqDSEY617vpeaMMfKMMLprNLPNE0xmeAR7VkqsaA6zBfHztCFVYYoTpQtadBC/T2RY6H1VES2U2Az1q veXPzP62UmvglzJtPMUEmWi+KMI5Og+edoyBQlhk8twUQxeysiY6wwMTafig3BX315nbQbru+5/kOj1rwt4ijDGZzDJfhwDU24hxYEQIDBM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8ARFpjYI=< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4TqMnKDkOgargaA/mneUl0EEWzI=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3U r1q/qh69LLaCp5AUQU9S8OKxgmkLbSib7aZdursJuxuhhP4GLx4U8eoP8ua/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0o508bzvp3SxubW9k55t7K3f3B4VD0+aeskU4QGJOGJ6kZYU84kDQwznHZTRbGIOO1 Ek7u533miSrNEPpppSkOBR5LFjGBjpaB+5Tbqg2rNc70F0DrxC1KDAq1B9as/TEgmqDSEY617vpeaMMfKMMLprNLPNE0xmeAR7VkqsaA6zBfHztCFVYYoTpQtadBC/T2RY6H1VES2U2Az1q veXPzP62UmvglzJtPMUEmWi+KMI5Og+edoyBQlhk8twUQxeysiY6wwMTafig3BX315nbQbru+5/kOj1rwt4ijDGZzDJfhwDU24hxYEQIDBM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8ARFpjYI=< /latexit>
5
<latexit sha1_base64="oT4n2+bOfWKED297Q7ZzDqZQbtk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3U r1q/qh69LLaCp5IURE9S8OKxoq2FNpTNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFcMWi0WsOgHVKLjEluFGYCdRSKNA4GM wvpn5j0+oNI/lg5kk6Ed0KHnIGTVWuq9eVPvliltz5yCrxMtJBXI0++Wv3iBmaYTSMEG17npuYvyMKsOZwGmpl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7WfzU6fkzCoDEsbKljRkrv6eyGik9SQKbGdEzUgvez PxP6+bmvDKz7hMUoOSLRaFqSAmJrO/yYArZEZMLKFMcXsrYSOqKDM2nZINwVt+eZW06zXPrXl39UrjOo+jCCdwCufgwSU04Baa0AIGQ3iGV3hzhPPivDsfi9aCk88cwx84nz82T40P</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="oT4n2+bOfWKED297Q7ZzDqZQbtk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3U r1q/qh69LLaCp5IURE9S8OKxoq2FNpTNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFcMWi0WsOgHVKLjEluFGYCdRSKNA4GM wvpn5j0+oNI/lg5kk6Ed0KHnIGTVWuq9eVPvliltz5yCrxMtJBXI0++Wv3iBmaYTSMEG17npuYvyMKsOZwGmpl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7WfzU6fkzCoDEsbKljRkrv6eyGik9SQKbGdEzUgvez PxP6+bmvDKz7hMUoOSLRaFqSAmJrO/yYArZEZMLKFMcXsrYSOqKDM2nZINwVt+eZW06zXPrXl39UrjOo+jCCdwCufgwSU04Baa0AIGQ3iGV3hzhPPivDsfi9aCk88cwx84nz82T40P</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="oT4n2+bOfWKED297Q7ZzDqZQbtk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3U r1q/qh69LLaCp5IURE9S8OKxoq2FNpTNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFcMWi0WsOgHVKLjEluFGYCdRSKNA4GM wvpn5j0+oNI/lg5kk6Ed0KHnIGTVWuq9eVPvliltz5yCrxMtJBXI0++Wv3iBmaYTSMEG17npuYvyMKsOZwGmpl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7WfzU6fkzCoDEsbKljRkrv6eyGik9SQKbGdEzUgvez PxP6+bmvDKz7hMUoOSLRaFqSAmJrO/yYArZEZMLKFMcXsrYSOqKDM2nZINwVt+eZW06zXPrXl39UrjOo+jCCdwCufgwSU04Baa0AIGQ3iGV3hzhPPivDsfi9aCk88cwx84nz82T40P</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="oT4n2+bOfWKED297Q7ZzDqZQbtk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3U r1q/qh69LLaCp5IURE9S8OKxoq2FNpTNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFcMWi0WsOgHVKLjEluFGYCdRSKNA4GM wvpn5j0+oNI/lg5kk6Ed0KHnIGTVWuq9eVPvliltz5yCrxMtJBXI0++Wv3iBmaYTSMEG17npuYvyMKsOZwGmpl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7WfzU6fkzCoDEsbKljRkrv6eyGik9SQKbGdEzUgvez PxP6+bmvDKz7hMUoOSLRaFqSAmJrO/yYArZEZMLKFMcXsrYSOqKDM2nZINwVt+eZW06zXPrXl39UrjOo+jCCdwCufgwSU04Baa0AIGQ3iGV3hzhPPivDsfi9aCk88cwx84nz82T40P</lat exit>
5.6
<latexit sha1_base64="1JOE+JBJMVKUghUEXfdhpkxI/Ck=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3U r1q/qh69LLaCp5AU/DhJwYvHCqYW2lA22027dHcTdjdCCf0NXjwo4tUf5M1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXpRypo3nfTultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp41NZJpggNSMIT1YmwppxJGhhmOO2kimIRcfo YjW9n/uMTVZol8sFMUhoKPJQsZgQbKwX1C/ey3q/WPNebA60SvyA1KNDqV796g4RkgkpDONa663upCXOsDCOcTiu9TNMUkzEe0q6lEguqw3x+7BSdWWWA4kTZkgbN1d8TORZaT0RkOwU2I7 3szcT/vG5m4uswZzLNDJVksSjOODIJmn2OBkxRYvjEEkwUs7ciMsIKE2PzqdgQ/OWXV0m74fqe6983as2bIo4ynMApnIMPV9CEO2hBAAQYPMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8kpZo7hD5zPHxkEjYc=< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1JOE+JBJMVKUghUEXfdhpkxI/Ck=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3U r1q/qh69LLaCp5AU/DhJwYvHCqYW2lA22027dHcTdjdCCf0NXjwo4tUf5M1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXpRypo3nfTultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp41NZJpggNSMIT1YmwppxJGhhmOO2kimIRcfo YjW9n/uMTVZol8sFMUhoKPJQsZgQbKwX1C/ey3q/WPNebA60SvyA1KNDqV796g4RkgkpDONa663upCXOsDCOcTiu9TNMUkzEe0q6lEguqw3x+7BSdWWWA4kTZkgbN1d8TORZaT0RkOwU2I7 3szcT/vG5m4uswZzLNDJVksSjOODIJmn2OBkxRYvjEEkwUs7ciMsIKE2PzqdgQ/OWXV0m74fqe6983as2bIo4ynMApnIMPV9CEO2hBAAQYPMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8kpZo7hD5zPHxkEjYc=< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1JOE+JBJMVKUghUEXfdhpkxI/Ck=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3U r1q/qh69LLaCp5AU/DhJwYvHCqYW2lA22027dHcTdjdCCf0NXjwo4tUf5M1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXpRypo3nfTultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp41NZJpggNSMIT1YmwppxJGhhmOO2kimIRcfo YjW9n/uMTVZol8sFMUhoKPJQsZgQbKwX1C/ey3q/WPNebA60SvyA1KNDqV796g4RkgkpDONa663upCXOsDCOcTiu9TNMUkzEe0q6lEguqw3x+7BSdWWWA4kTZkgbN1d8TORZaT0RkOwU2I7 3szcT/vG5m4uswZzLNDJVksSjOODIJmn2OBkxRYvjEEkwUs7ciMsIKE2PzqdgQ/OWXV0m74fqe6983as2bIo4ynMApnIMPV9CEO2hBAAQYPMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8kpZo7hD5zPHxkEjYc=< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1JOE+JBJMVKUghUEXfdhpkxI/Ck=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3U r1q/qh69LLaCp5AU/DhJwYvHCqYW2lA22027dHcTdjdCCf0NXjwo4tUf5M1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXpRypo3nfTultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp41NZJpggNSMIT1YmwppxJGhhmOO2kimIRcfo YjW9n/uMTVZol8sFMUhoKPJQsZgQbKwX1C/ey3q/WPNebA60SvyA1KNDqV796g4RkgkpDONa663upCXOsDCOcTiu9TNMUkzEe0q6lEguqw3x+7BSdWWWA4kTZkgbN1d8TORZaT0RkOwU2I7 3szcT/vG5m4uswZzLNDJVksSjOODIJmn2OBkxRYvjEEkwUs7ciMsIKE2PzqdgQ/OWXV0m74fqe6983as2bIo4ynMApnIMPV9CEO2hBAAQYPMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8kpZo7hD5zPHxkEjYc=< /latexit>
(a)
(b)
(0,1)
<latexit sha1_base64="CgHqJlYjL9oz5mznh2EBtfHeopE=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3U r1q/qh69BFuhgpSkFz1JwYvHCvYDmlA22027dLMJuxMhlP4NLx4U8eqf8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0gE1+g431ZhY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+fdHScKsraNBax6gVEM8ElayNHwXqJYiQKBOs Gk7u5331iSvNYPmKWMD8iI8lDTgkayavWnCuPyxCzy+qgXHHqzgL2OnFzUoEcrUH5yxvGNI2YRCqI1n3XSdCfEoWcCjYrealmCaETMmJ9QyWJmPani5tn9oVRhnYYK1MS7YX6e2JKIq2zKD CdEcGxXvXm4n9eP8Xwxp9ymaTIJF0uClNhY2zPA7CHXDGKIjOEUMXNrTYdE0UomphKJgR39eV10mnUXafuPjQqzds8jiKcwTnUwIVraMI9tKANFBJ4hld4s1LrxXq3PpatBSufOYU/sD5/A BzvkGc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CgHqJlYjL9oz5mznh2EBtfHeopE=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3U r1q/qh69BFuhgpSkFz1JwYvHCvYDmlA22027dLMJuxMhlP4NLx4U8eqf8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0gE1+g431ZhY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+fdHScKsraNBax6gVEM8ElayNHwXqJYiQKBOs Gk7u5331iSvNYPmKWMD8iI8lDTgkayavWnCuPyxCzy+qgXHHqzgL2OnFzUoEcrUH5yxvGNI2YRCqI1n3XSdCfEoWcCjYrealmCaETMmJ9QyWJmPani5tn9oVRhnYYK1MS7YX6e2JKIq2zKD CdEcGxXvXm4n9eP8Xwxp9ymaTIJF0uClNhY2zPA7CHXDGKIjOEUMXNrTYdE0UomphKJgR39eV10mnUXafuPjQqzds8jiKcwTnUwIVraMI9tKANFBJ4hld4s1LrxXq3PpatBSufOYU/sD5/A BzvkGc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CgHqJlYjL9oz5mznh2EBtfHeopE=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3U r1q/qh69BFuhgpSkFz1JwYvHCvYDmlA22027dLMJuxMhlP4NLx4U8eqf8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0gE1+g431ZhY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+fdHScKsraNBax6gVEM8ElayNHwXqJYiQKBOs Gk7u5331iSvNYPmKWMD8iI8lDTgkayavWnCuPyxCzy+qgXHHqzgL2OnFzUoEcrUH5yxvGNI2YRCqI1n3XSdCfEoWcCjYrealmCaETMmJ9QyWJmPani5tn9oVRhnYYK1MS7YX6e2JKIq2zKD CdEcGxXvXm4n9eP8Xwxp9ymaTIJF0uClNhY2zPA7CHXDGKIjOEUMXNrTYdE0UomphKJgR39eV10mnUXafuPjQqzds8jiKcwTnUwIVraMI9tKANFBJ4hld4s1LrxXq3PpatBSufOYU/sD5/A BzvkGc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CgHqJlYjL9oz5mznh2EBtfHeopE=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3U r1q/qh69BFuhgpSkFz1JwYvHCvYDmlA22027dLMJuxMhlP4NLx4U8eqf8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0gE1+g431ZhY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+fdHScKsraNBax6gVEM8ElayNHwXqJYiQKBOs Gk7u5331iSvNYPmKWMD8iI8lDTgkayavWnCuPyxCzy+qgXHHqzgL2OnFzUoEcrUH5yxvGNI2YRCqI1n3XSdCfEoWcCjYrealmCaETMmJ9QyWJmPani5tn9oVRhnYYK1MS7YX6e2JKIq2zKD CdEcGxXvXm4n9eP8Xwxp9ymaTIJF0uClNhY2zPA7CHXDGKIjOEUMXNrTYdE0UomphKJgR39eV10mnUXafuPjQqzds8jiKcwTnUwIVraMI9tKANFBJ4hld4s1LrxXq3PpatBSufOYU/sD5/A BzvkGc=</latexit>
(0, 2.5)
<latexit sha1_base64="nAyqzhExQclZqHq5o+e9ClkdLJ8=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2t X7V+VT16CbZCBVl2C6InKXjxWMF+SLuUbJptQ5PskmSFUvorvHhQxKs/x5v/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDhTBvP+3Zya+sbm1v57cLO7t7+QfHwqKnjVBHaIDGPVTvEmnImacMww2k7URSLkNN WOLqd+a0nqjSL5YMZJzQQeCBZxAg2VnosV7yLqnt5Xu4VS57rzYFWiZ+REmSo94pf3X5MUkGlIRxr3fG9xAQTrAwjnE4L3VTTBJMRHtCOpRILqoPJ/OApOrNKH0WxsiUNmqu/JyZYaD0Woe 0U2Az1sjcT//M6qYmugwmTSWqoJItFUcqRidHse9RnihLDx5Zgopi9FZEhVpgYm1HBhuAvv7xKmlXX91z/vlqq3WRx5OEETqECPlxBDe6gDg0gIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpzTjZzDH/gfP4As UuOWA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nAyqzhExQclZqHq5o+e9ClkdLJ8=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2t X7V+VT16CbZCBVl2C6InKXjxWMF+SLuUbJptQ5PskmSFUvorvHhQxKs/x5v/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDhTBvP+3Zya+sbm1v57cLO7t7+QfHwqKnjVBHaIDGPVTvEmnImacMww2k7URSLkNN WOLqd+a0nqjSL5YMZJzQQeCBZxAg2VnosV7yLqnt5Xu4VS57rzYFWiZ+REmSo94pf3X5MUkGlIRxr3fG9xAQTrAwjnE4L3VTTBJMRHtCOpRILqoPJ/OApOrNKH0WxsiUNmqu/JyZYaD0Woe 0U2Az1sjcT//M6qYmugwmTSWqoJItFUcqRidHse9RnihLDx5Zgopi9FZEhVpgYm1HBhuAvv7xKmlXX91z/vlqq3WRx5OEETqECPlxBDe6gDg0gIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpzTjZzDH/gfP4As UuOWA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nAyqzhExQclZqHq5o+e9ClkdLJ8=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2t X7V+VT16CbZCBVl2C6InKXjxWMF+SLuUbJptQ5PskmSFUvorvHhQxKs/x5v/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDhTBvP+3Zya+sbm1v57cLO7t7+QfHwqKnjVBHaIDGPVTvEmnImacMww2k7URSLkNN WOLqd+a0nqjSL5YMZJzQQeCBZxAg2VnosV7yLqnt5Xu4VS57rzYFWiZ+REmSo94pf3X5MUkGlIRxr3fG9xAQTrAwjnE4L3VTTBJMRHtCOpRILqoPJ/OApOrNKH0WxsiUNmqu/JyZYaD0Woe 0U2Az1sjcT//M6qYmugwmTSWqoJItFUcqRidHse9RnihLDx5Zgopi9FZEhVpgYm1HBhuAvv7xKmlXX91z/vlqq3WRx5OEETqECPlxBDe6gDg0gIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpzTjZzDH/gfP4As UuOWA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nAyqzhExQclZqHq5o+e9ClkdLJ8=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2t X7V+VT16CbZCBVl2C6InKXjxWMF+SLuUbJptQ5PskmSFUvorvHhQxKs/x5v/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDhTBvP+3Zya+sbm1v57cLO7t7+QfHwqKnjVBHaIDGPVTvEmnImacMww2k7URSLkNN WOLqd+a0nqjSL5YMZJzQQeCBZxAg2VnosV7yLqnt5Xu4VS57rzYFWiZ+REmSo94pf3X5MUkGlIRxr3fG9xAQTrAwjnE4L3VTTBJMRHtCOpRILqoPJ/OApOrNKH0WxsiUNmqu/JyZYaD0Woe 0U2Az1sjcT//M6qYmugwmTSWqoJItFUcqRidHse9RnihLDx5Zgopi9FZEhVpgYm1HBhuAvv7xKmlXX91z/vlqq3WRx5OEETqECPlxBDe6gDg0gIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpzTjZzDH/gfP4As UuOWA==</latexit>
(0, 3)
<latexit sha1_base64="+EcPegRkt+rkXmCMfcvfzV/dAsI=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1 GeMr6tHLYCJEkLAbD3qSgBePEcwDkiXMTibJkNnZZaZXCEs+wosHRbz6Pd78GyfJHjSxoKGo6qa7K4ilMOi6387a+sbm1nZuJ7+7t39wWDg6bpoo0Yw3WCQj3Q6o4VIo3kCBkrdjzWkYSN4 Kxnczv/XEtRGResRJzP2QDpUYCEbRSq1S2b28uij1CkW34s5BVomXkSJkqPcKX91+xJKQK2SSGtPx3Bj9lGoUTPJpvpsYHlM2pkPesVTRkBs/nZ87JedW6ZNBpG0pJHP190RKQ2MmYWA7Q4 ojs+zNxP+8ToKDGz8VKk6QK7ZYNEgkwYjMfid9oTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbUJ5G4K3/PIqaVYrnlvxHqrF2m0WRw5O4QzK4ME11OAe6tAABmN4hld4c2LnxXl3Phata042cwJ/4Hz+ANAsj eI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+EcPegRkt+rkXmCMfcvfzV/dAsI=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1 GeMr6tHLYCJEkLAbD3qSgBePEcwDkiXMTibJkNnZZaZXCEs+wosHRbz6Pd78GyfJHjSxoKGo6qa7K4ilMOi6387a+sbm1nZuJ7+7t39wWDg6bpoo0Yw3WCQj3Q6o4VIo3kCBkrdjzWkYSN4 Kxnczv/XEtRGResRJzP2QDpUYCEbRSq1S2b28uij1CkW34s5BVomXkSJkqPcKX91+xJKQK2SSGtPx3Bj9lGoUTPJpvpsYHlM2pkPesVTRkBs/nZ87JedW6ZNBpG0pJHP190RKQ2MmYWA7Q4 ojs+zNxP+8ToKDGz8VKk6QK7ZYNEgkwYjMfid9oTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbUJ5G4K3/PIqaVYrnlvxHqrF2m0WRw5O4QzK4ME11OAe6tAABmN4hld4c2LnxXl3Phata042cwJ/4Hz+ANAsj eI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+EcPegRkt+rkXmCMfcvfzV/dAsI=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1 GeMr6tHLYCJEkLAbD3qSgBePEcwDkiXMTibJkNnZZaZXCEs+wosHRbz6Pd78GyfJHjSxoKGo6qa7K4ilMOi6387a+sbm1nZuJ7+7t39wWDg6bpoo0Yw3WCQj3Q6o4VIo3kCBkrdjzWkYSN4 Kxnczv/XEtRGResRJzP2QDpUYCEbRSq1S2b28uij1CkW34s5BVomXkSJkqPcKX91+xJKQK2SSGtPx3Bj9lGoUTPJpvpsYHlM2pkPesVTRkBs/nZ87JedW6ZNBpG0pJHP190RKQ2MmYWA7Q4 ojs+zNxP+8ToKDGz8VKk6QK7ZYNEgkwYjMfid9oTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbUJ5G4K3/PIqaVYrnlvxHqrF2m0WRw5O4QzK4ME11OAe6tAABmN4hld4c2LnxXl3Phata042cwJ/4Hz+ANAsj eI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+EcPegRkt+rkXmCMfcvfzV/dAsI=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1 GeMr6tHLYCJEkLAbD3qSgBePEcwDkiXMTibJkNnZZaZXCEs+wosHRbz6Pd78GyfJHjSxoKGo6qa7K4ilMOi6387a+sbm1nZuJ7+7t39wWDg6bpoo0Yw3WCQj3Q6o4VIo3kCBkrdjzWkYSN4 Kxnczv/XEtRGResRJzP2QDpUYCEbRSq1S2b28uij1CkW34s5BVomXkSJkqPcKX91+xJKQK2SSGtPx3Bj9lGoUTPJpvpsYHlM2pkPesVTRkBs/nZ87JedW6ZNBpG0pJHP190RKQ2MmYWA7Q4 ojs+zNxP+8ToKDGz8VKk6QK7ZYNEgkwYjMfid9oTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbUJ5G4K3/PIqaVYrnlvxHqrF2m0WRw5O4QzK4ME11OAe6tAABmN4hld4c2LnxXl3Phata042cwJ/4Hz+ANAsj eI=</latexit>
(0, 3.2)
<latexit sha1_base64="Dwh2NnaH4C3sOheIQTPLkvIvZHk=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2t X7V+VT16CbZCBVl260FPUvDisYL9kHYp2TTbhibZJckKpfRXePGgiFd/jjf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTae9+3k1tY3Nrfy24Wd3b39g+LhUVPHqSK0QWIeq3aINeVM0oZhhtN2oigWIae tcHQ781tPVGkWywczTmgg8ECyiBFsrPRYrngXl271vNwrljzXmwOtEj8jJchQ7xW/uv2YpIJKQzjWuuN7iQkmWBlGOJ0WuqmmCSYjPKAdSyUWVAeT+cFTdGaVPopiZUsaNFd/T0yw0HosQt spsBnqZW8m/ud1UhNdBxMmk9RQSRaLopQjE6PZ96jPFCWGjy3BRDF7KyJDrDAxNqOCDcFffnmVNKuu77n+fbVUu8niyMMJnEIFfLiCGtxBHRpAQMAzvMKbo5wX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwBr kGOVg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Dwh2NnaH4C3sOheIQTPLkvIvZHk=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2t X7V+VT16CbZCBVl260FPUvDisYL9kHYp2TTbhibZJckKpfRXePGgiFd/jjf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTae9+3k1tY3Nrfy24Wd3b39g+LhUVPHqSK0QWIeq3aINeVM0oZhhtN2oigWIae tcHQ781tPVGkWywczTmgg8ECyiBFsrPRYrngXl271vNwrljzXmwOtEj8jJchQ7xW/uv2YpIJKQzjWuuN7iQkmWBlGOJ0WuqmmCSYjPKAdSyUWVAeT+cFTdGaVPopiZUsaNFd/T0yw0HosQt spsBnqZW8m/ud1UhNdBxMmk9RQSRaLopQjE6PZ96jPFCWGjy3BRDF7KyJDrDAxNqOCDcFffnmVNKuu77n+fbVUu8niyMMJnEIFfLiCGtxBHRpAQMAzvMKbo5wX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwBr kGOVg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Dwh2NnaH4C3sOheIQTPLkvIvZHk=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2t X7V+VT16CbZCBVl260FPUvDisYL9kHYp2TTbhibZJckKpfRXePGgiFd/jjf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTae9+3k1tY3Nrfy24Wd3b39g+LhUVPHqSK0QWIeq3aINeVM0oZhhtN2oigWIae tcHQ781tPVGkWywczTmgg8ECyiBFsrPRYrngXl271vNwrljzXmwOtEj8jJchQ7xW/uv2YpIJKQzjWuuN7iQkmWBlGOJ0WuqmmCSYjPKAdSyUWVAeT+cFTdGaVPopiZUsaNFd/T0yw0HosQt spsBnqZW8m/ud1UhNdBxMmk9RQSRaLopQjE6PZ96jPFCWGjy3BRDF7KyJDrDAxNqOCDcFffnmVNKuu77n+fbVUu8niyMMJnEIFfLiCGtxBHRpAQMAzvMKbo5wX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwBr kGOVg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Dwh2NnaH4C3sOheIQTPLkvIvZHk=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2t X7V+VT16CbZCBVl260FPUvDisYL9kHYp2TTbhibZJckKpfRXePGgiFd/jjf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTae9+3k1tY3Nrfy24Wd3b39g+LhUVPHqSK0QWIeq3aINeVM0oZhhtN2oigWIae tcHQ781tPVGkWywczTmgg8ECyiBFsrPRYrngXl271vNwrljzXmwOtEj8jJchQ7xW/uv2YpIJKQzjWuuN7iQkmWBlGOJ0WuqmmCSYjPKAdSyUWVAeT+cFTdGaVPopiZUsaNFd/T0yw0HosQt spsBnqZW8m/ud1UhNdBxMmk9RQSRaLopQjE6PZ96jPFCWGjy3BRDF7KyJDrDAxNqOCDcFffnmVNKuu77n+fbVUu8niyMMJnEIFfLiCGtxBHRpAQMAzvMKbo5wX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwBr kGOVg==</latexit>
(0, 3.7)
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(c)
Figure 10: Computing persistent homology of a point cloud in R2. (a) A nested sequence of topological
spaces formed by unions of balls at increasing parameter values. (b) A filtration of simplicial complexes that
capture the same topological information as in (b). (c) 0- (circles) and 1-dimensional (squares) features in a
persistence diagram.
From homology to persistent homology
For simplicity, we work with data represented by simplicial complexes denoted by X. In algebraic
terms, the construction of homology groups begins with a chain complex C(X) that encodes information
about X, which is a sequence of abelian groups C0(X),C1(X), . . . connected by homomorphisms known
as the boundary operators ∂p : Cp(X)→ Cp−1(X). The p-th homology group is defined as Hp(X) =
ker(∂p)/im(∂p+1). The p-th Betti number is the rank of this group, βp = rank Hp, see [67] for an
introduction.
Persistent homology transforms the algebraic concept of homology into a multi-scale notion by
constructing an extended series of homology groups. In its simplest form, persistent homology applies
a homology functor to a sequence of topological spaces connected by inclusions, called a filtration.
Consider a finite sequence of simplicial complexes connected by inclusions f i, jp : Xi ↪−→ X j,
/0 = X0 ↪−→ X1 ↪−→ ·· · ↪−→ Xn = X.
Applying p-th homology to this sequence results in a sequence of homology groups connected from left
to right by homomorphisms induced by the inclusions,
0 = Hp(X0)→ Hp(X1)→ ··· → Hp(Xn) = Hp(X)
for each dimension p. The p-th persistent homology group is the image of the homomorphism induced
by inclusion, Hi, jp = im f
i, j
p for 0≤ i≤ j ≤ n. The corresponding p-th persistent Betti number is the rank
of this group, β i, jp = rank Hi, jp [24, Page 151]. As the index increases, the rank of the homology groups
changes. When the rank increases (i.e., f i−1,ip is not surjective), we call this a birth event at Xi; when the
rank desreases (i.e., f j−1, jp is not injective), we call this a death event at X j. Persistent homology pairs
the birth and the death events as a multi-set of points in the plane called the persistence diagrams [29];
see [30, 31] for a comprehensive mathematical introduction. A celebrated theorem of persistent homology
is the stability of persistence diagrams [16], that is, small changes in the data lead to small changes in the
corresponding diagrams, making it suitable for robust data analysis. See Fig. 10 for an example in R2.
Given a set of points in R2, we compute its persistent homology by studying the union of balls centered
around the points as the radius increases. Here, a green component is born at time 0 and dies when it
merges with a red component at time 2.5, resulting a point (0,2.5) in the persistence diagram. A tunnel is
born at time 4.2 and dies at time 5.6, giving rise to a point (4.2,5.6) in the persistence diagram.
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Figure 11: Contour-based (c) and gradient-based (e) topological structures of a 2-dimensional scalar function
(a).
Topological structures
Several techniques in topological data analysis and visualization construct topological structures from
well-behaved functions on point clouds as summaries of data. On one hand, the well-behave-ness is
formalized with the Morse theory. On the other hand, such topological structures can be roughly classified
into two types: contour-based (Reeb graphs [79], Reeb spaces [27], contour trees [11] and merge trees),
and gradient-based topological structures (Morse-Smale complexes [25, 28] and Jacobi sets [23]), see
Fig. 11. All such topological structures provide meaningful abstractions of (potentially high-dimensional)
data, reduce the amount of data needed to be processed or stored, utilize sophisticated hierarchical
representations that capture features at multiple scales, and enable progressive simplifications [63].
MORSE FUNCTION. Let M be a smooth, compact, and orientable d-manifold without boundary (d ≥ 2).
Suppose M is equipped with a Riemannian metric so that gradients are well defined. Given a smooth
function f :M→ R, a point x ∈M is called a critical point if the gradient of f at x equals zero, that is,
∇ f (x) = 0, and the value of f at x is called a critical value. All other points are regular points with their
function values being regular values. A critical point is non-degenerate if the Hessian, i.e., the matrix of
second partial derivatives at the point, is invertible. A smooth function f is a Morse function if (a) all its
critical points are non-degenerate; and (b) all its critical values are distinct [24, Page 128]. A pair of two
Morse functions is generic if their critical points do not overlap.
MORSE-SMALE COMPLEXES. Given a Morse function f :M→ R, at any regular point x the gradient
is well-defined and integrating it in both directions traces out an integral line, γ : R→M, which is a
maximal path whose tangent vectors agree with the gradient [28]. Each integral line begins and ends at
critical points of f . The ascending/descending manifolds of a critical point x is defined as all the points
whose integral lines start/end at x. The descending manifolds form a complex called a Morse complex of
f and the ascending manifolds define the Morse complex of − f . The set of intersections of ascending and
descending manifolds creates the Morse-Smale complex of f . Each cell of the The Morse-Smale complex
is a union of integral lines that all share the same origin and the same destination. In other words, all the
points inside a single cell have uniform gradient flow behavior. These cells yield a decomposition into
monotonic, non-overlapping regions of the domain, as shown in Fig. 11(b) for a 2-dimensional height
function.
JACOBI SET FOR A PAIR OF MORSE FUNCTIONS. Given a generic pair of Morse functions, f ,g :M→R,
their Jacobi set J= J( f ,g) = J(g, f ) is the set of points where their gradients are parallel or zero [23].
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That is, for some λ ∈ R,
J= {x ∈M | ∇ f (x)+λ∇g(x) = 0 or ∇g(x)+λ∇ f (x) = 0}. (19)
The sign of λ for each x is called its alignment, as it defines whether the two gradients are aligned or
anti-aligned. By definition, the Jacobi set contains the critical points of both f and g.
There exist several other descriptions of Jacobi sets [23, 26, 69]. One particularly useful description
is in terms of the comparison measure, κ [26], which is a gradient-based metric to compare two functions.
It plays a significant role in assigning an importance value to subsets of a Jacobi set in terms of the
underlying functions f and g by measuring the relative orientation of their gradients.
REEB GRAPHS AND CONTOUR TREES. Let f : X→ Rd be a generic, continuous mapping. Two points
x,y ∈ X are equivalent, demoted by x∼ y, if f (x) = f (y) and x and y belong to the same path-connected
component of the pre-image of f , f−1( f (x)) = f−1( f (y)). The Reeb space, R(X , f ) = X/ ∼, is the
quotient space contained by identifying equivalent points together with the quotient topology inherited
from X. A powerful analysis tool, the Reeb graph, is a special case when d = 1.
The Reeb graph of a real-valued function f : X→ R describes the connectivity of its level sets. A
contour tree is a special case of the Reeb graph if the domain X is simply connected, see Fig. 11(c).
A merge tree is similar to the Reeb graphs and contour trees except that it describes the connectivity
of sublevel sets rather than level sets. The Reeb graph stores information regarding the number of
components at any function value as well as how these components split and merge as the function value
changes. Such an abstraction offers a global summary of the topology of the level sets and connects
naturally with visualization.
8 Color spaces
Although many great thinkers have held that an analytical or mathematical treatment of the
subject is impossible or even undesirable, they have gradually deserted the field so that today
and indeed throughout the past 50 years it has been generally recognized that a theory of color
perception must be, both in form and content, a mathematical theory.
Howard L. Resnikoff, mathematician and business executive [81]
Color is one of the central aspects of visualization and against common belief, a surprisingly mathematical
one. Operations on color are an important aspect in many applications, e.g., color mapping, re-sampling of
color images or movies, and image manipulations, such as stitching, morphing, or contrast adaption. These
operations can be expressed through mathematical formulae if the colors themselves can be expressed as
elements of a mathematical space, in which certain concepts such as sums or distances have a meaning.
However, as we will see, this is not easy.
The space of all colors is in principal infinite-dimensional because any function over the frequencies
of the visible spectrum forms a color. Since, however, the human eye has only three receptors for color,
the space of distinguishable colors for humans is only three-dimensional [44, 95]. Depending on the
choice of the three basis dimensions, many different colorspaces were developed. In displays, the basic
colors are usually red, green, and blue (RGB) and for printing, the standard is cyan, magenta, yellow, and
key black (CMYK). The XYZ space by the Commission Internationale de L’Eclairage (CIE) is considered
as the basis of all modern color spaces [45, 49]. It embeds all visible colors unambiguously into one space
of three imaginary primaries [34, 4]. The chromaticity diagram in Fig. 12 is the result of projecting XYZ
to the Maxwell triangle x+ y+ z = 1, which forms a representation of all visible hues and saturations.
A number of spaces, e.g., CIELAB, CIELUV, and DIN99, CIECAM [49, 9], were defined as transfor-
mations of XYZ to derive an ideal color space [55], where the Euclidean distance is proportional to the
perceived color difference.
Human color perception has been known for a while to be non-Euclidean due to the principle called
hue superimportance [54] (cf. Fig. 13). It refers to the fact that changes in hue are perceived more strongly
than changes in saturation. The circumference of a circle of constant luminance and saturation would be
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estimated to measure about 4pi for its radius, which cannot be embedded in a Euclidean plane. Please
note that the length l ∈ R of a path c : R→C is defined for arbitrary metric spaces C
l = sup
0=t0,...,tn=1
k
∑
i=1
∆E(c(ti),c(ti+1)). (20)
Therefore, classic descriptions of color spaces, such as those of von Helmholtz [95], Schro¨dinger [82],
and Stiles [104], are based on Riemannian manifolds.
However, state-of-the-art research indicates that human color perception is also non-Riemannian,
due to the further principle of diminishing returns [54], see Fig. 13. In this context, diminishing returns
refers to the phenomenon that when presented with two colors A and C and their perceived middle
(average/mixture) B, an observer usually judges the sum of the perceived differences of each half greater
than the difference of the two outer colors ∆(A,B)+∆(B,C) > ∆(A,C). This effect is produced by a
natural contrast enhancement filter employed into the human perceptual system to adapt to different
viewing conditions. This property is dependent upon the distance between colors, especially for large
distances.
As a result, modern color difference formulas (e.g., CIEDE1994, CIEDE2000) that were designed to
match experimental data produce complicated spaces, which come with challenges. For example, they
are not metric spaces. Being a metric is a very basic mathematical property that we would expect from a
distance measure d : C×C→ R, i.e., that it suffices non-negativity d(x,y)≥ 0, identity of indiscernible
d(x,y) = 0⇔ x= y, symmetry d(x,y) = d(y,x), and the triangle inequality d(x,z)≤ d(x,y)+d(y,z). The
reasons for such a challenge are not in the experimental data but can be found in the mathematical models
underlying the distance formulae [65, 64, 48]. An example of the violation of the triangle inequality is
shown in Fig. 14.
Figure 12: CIE XYZ chromatic-
ity diagram and a path that repre-
sents a colormap.
Figure 13: Illustration of
hue-superimportance with
circumference of ≈ 4pir
and diminishing returns
(AB+BC > AC).
Figure 14: Illustration of non-metric
behavior of CIE ∆E2000. Violation of
the triangle inequality implies that the
path over green RGB=(146,252,77) is
shorter than the direct path from blue
RGB=(0,0,255) to yellowish green
RGB=(177,253,79), which is very
counter intuitive.
The difficulties, however, lie not only in the modeling of the color spaces but also in the visualization
side. Mathematical operations on color become significantly harder in non-Euclidean spaces. As a basic
example, consider linear interpolation where values are taken equidistantly on a straight line connecting
two points. In non-Euclidean spaces, the concept of a straight line is, in general, undefined.
To overcome some of these difficulties, some authors generate spaces that are close to the original
distance measure but are Euclidean or at least Riemannian [94, 78]. This, however, conflicts with the
experimental results from the perceptual sciences. We believe that future color spaces will continue to
better approximate human color perception and embrace its complicated non-Euclidean structure because
our computational capacities will enable us to work with them despite those difficulties. We believe that
the path forward lies in improving visualization algorithms so that they run on general non-Euclidean color
spaces. A few results been obtained recently for color interpolation [105] and colormap assessment [8].
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